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Oksana Sadovenko
MALEVICH AND YOU
Coloring
and activity book
Ages: 5–9
290 x 290 mm
48 pages
Hardcover

4

“Malevich and You” is a doodle book with creative tasks, stickers and pages to colour, which allows a 5-to-9-year-old to imagine herself/himself being Kazemir Malevich’s student. Each spread is dedicated to one of the major ideas of the artist and
encourages a child to create their own version of the Black Square, Suprematist
Composition, the project of houses of the future as well as discover primary elements, objectlessness and understand Malevich’s characters through colouring the
latter in their own way.
The doodle book does not seek to give comprehensive answers to children. Rather,
we would like it to become a guide on the way to art.
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Non-fiction, Encyclopedia
Ages: 6+
205 x 240 mm
176 pages
Hardcover

Olena Shkavron
AN EXPEDITION
IN SEARCH
OF THE WONDERFUL
CREATURES
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This book is an encyclopedia, a map of the animal world and a notebook put together.
Along with the two schoolchildren bored by the dry facts of the
school program, the reader will set off on a journey around the
world to explore marvels of nature. We will learn why the solan has

blue legs, where sea otter hides his food, which creature scientist
reckon to be immortal, why Maori call the humphead wrasse the
Napoleon fish, how and where blue morpho butterflies are hiding,
why Tibetan fox has a square head and thousands of more interesting things.
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Fiction (Classics),
Giftbook
Ages: 5+
205 x 240 mm
112 pages
Hardcover

Antoine de
Saint-Exupery
THE LITTLE PRINCE
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Legendary tale with the wonderful illustrations brought to life
by Anna Silivonchik. Here, the subtlety of painter`s brush is
united with the depths of author`s philosophy. Now, even without words, you could taste the spirit of the Little Prince`s story,
just leafing through the pages of this book. This gift edition will
make a decent present to all those who care for their Flower.

Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 8-14
165 x 215 mm
304 pages
Hardcover
NOTE! WE PROPOSE
ONLY ILLUSTRATIONS,
THE RIGHTS FOR THE TEXT
BELONG TO THE VERLAG
FRIEDRICH OETINGER
GMBH, GERMANY

James Krüss
TIMM THALER, OR THE
TRADED LAUGHTER
illustrations
by Nadia Mitskevich
To your attention stylish illustrations to the world’s classics with illustrations by Nadia Mitskevich. The story
is about a poor boy Timm, who loves to laugh a lot, and often. His laughter is so charming and contagious
that the diabolical Baron trades it l in return for an ability to win any bet he makes. Can laughter be sold?
Can laughter be bought? Can money make you happy? Can you be happy if you cannot laugh? What would
you do if one day, you lost your ability to laugh?

Laughter is said to unite people. It liberates. It helps you cope with difficulties. I can laugh, therefore I can think. Once Timm realises that he has
sold his soul along with his laughter, he sets forth to find the Baron and
get his laugher back, whatever it takes.

Fiction (Classics)
Giftbook
Ages: 8+
205 x 240 mm
240 pages
Hardcover

Eleanor H. Porter
POLLYANNA
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One of the features of this edition is an exceptional vintage design.
A touching story of an orphan girl, taken to live with her wealthy aunt after her father`s death.
Aunt Polly took the girl not out of love, out of duty. But Pollyanna`s aunt – wealthy and very
severe lady – was eventually very lonely and unhappy person. An orphan taken as a nuisance
and a burden quite unexpectedly become a real prize and a great piece of luck, brining long
wanted happiness to the house. Pollyanna`s kindness, lack of egoism and unfailing optimism

not only warmed the stony heart of her aunt, but charmed all town`s inhabitants.
The secret of this novel`s success and popularity lies in its eternal actuality. For this novel
makes us understand that we could learn to be happy and joyous, because every one of
us came into this world to be happy. One of the many paths to happiness lies through a
Game of Joy. And the little freckled girl tirelessly teaches all readers, that open this book,
to play it.
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Children’s Book (Classics)
Ages: 5-7
205 x 240 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

Margery Williams
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT OR HOW TOYS
BECOME REAL
One of the classical stories that doesn`t grow old and remains forever actual. First published in 1922,
the story of the Velveteen Rabbit was reedited, filmed, staged in theaters and on TV. It captures
interest of small children and their parents for more than a century now.
The book tells a story of a simple velveteen rabbit who wished to become real and finally become.
This children`s tale of prominent depth, spokes verities that make us real, able to give love, forgive
and be of use.
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“What is REAL?” asked the Rabbit one day, when they were lying side by side near the nursery fender,
before Nana came to tidy the room. “Does it mean having things that buzz inside you and a stick-out
handle?”

“Real isn’t how you are made,” said the Skin Horse. “It’s a thing that happens to you. When a child loves you
for a long, long time, not just to play with, but REALLY loves you, then you become Real.”
“Does it hurt?” asked the Rabbit.
“Sometimes,” said the Skin Horse, for he was always truthful. “When you are Real you don’t mind being hurt.”
“Does it happen all at once, like being wound up,” he asked, “or bit by bit?”
“It doesn’t happen all at once,” said the Skin Horse. “You become. It takes a long time. That’s why it doesn’t
happen often to people who break easily, or have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. Generally,
by the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop out and you get loose in
the joints and very shabby. But these things don’t matter at all, because once you are Real you can’t be ugly,
except to people who don’t understand.”
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Flip-flap book,
Picture book
Ages: 0+
230 x 280 mm
16 pages
Boardbook

FIRST DISCOVERIES
A flip-flop picture-book with understandable and close for child’s perception
scenes of ordinary life: as the things in his bedroom, as a stroll in the park, as a
traffic on the road, as journey to the country etc. The last spread is made in the
best traditions of wimmelbuchs, where included many subjects from the previous spreads.
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Picture Book,
Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 1-3
205 x 240 mm
64 pages
Hardcover

NURSERY RHYMES
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Interactive collection of famous amusing and play-verses. Listening
to them, little one should perform all kind of actions (clap hands,
cover eyes with hands, jerk legs, stomp, jump, reach to ears or vertex
with hands and so on).
The book gives short instructions explaining what moves should be
performed by kids and their parents.
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Fiction book,
Middle grade novels
Ages: 10+
205 x 240 mm
108 pages
Hardcover

Vitalii Kyrychenko,
Yurii Nikitinskyi
A TERRIBLY
ROWDY BOOK
«A Terribly Rowdy Book» is totally unusual. It is written to be terribly
rowdy, ironic, absurd, horrible, frightful and funny at the same time.
The title is made as a parody of horror, slasher and mystery stories. The
authors’ inspiration comes from scary-like nursery rhymes, Absurdist
humor of Daniil Kharms as well as Scary Movie. If you are afraid to
smile at scary things and forgot the times when you were kids, don’t
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read it at all. But if you happened to have bought this
title, read it either under your blanket, in the bathroom
or in the blackest corner. And in no case should you give
it to your kids because you are good parents and not
some we-don’t-know-who.
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Picture Book,
Comics
Ages: 5+
220 x 280 mm
88 pages
Hardcover

Natalia
Herasymenko
MANIA
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A cheerful Ukrainian-Bavarian badger-dog Mania would tell you about it family and about
other dogs, with whom it plays, meets during the walk, make friends. Exciting stories are
made in a similar genre to comics. The title is also valuable because of Mania’s thoughts
and advices how to pet a dog in a right way.

Children’s Book,
Picture Book
Ages: 4+
205 x 240 mm
40 pages
Hardcover

Oleg Symonenko
Maria Kovalenko
THE BIG WORLD
AND LITTLE MAVKA
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This book guard, save and protect in any situation, it forms the outlook on the world, gives
a nudge to explore. It tells a story about kind, fearless and smart Little Mavka (a forest
nymph in Ukrainian mythology) and her friends. Little Mavka
saves a tiny hare from cold, escape with the little mouse from the sneaking cat claws.
Accidents help her, but maybe those are not mere accidents and everything in our life
just moves by a consistent pattern? Our Mavka explores a wide new world from the bird`s
view, feels it, sitting on the warm stone and realizes that her mother is always near.
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Children’s Book
Ages: 3+
240 х 280 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

After they had given the gifts, her mom asked Solomia and her dad to go to a big store to buy some yummy things for another birthday party her mom was
having later that day. At the store, Solomia rode
in a shopping trolley which her dad pushed
around the store. She helped by putting things
into the cart; some things were necessary
and sometimes Solomia just picked out foods
that looked like fun! Of course, a big cake
was chosen. Moreover, her dad allowed her
to pick out something sweet for herself, but
it could only be one thing. Solomia really
wanted to buy three sweet things, but
in the end she agreed with her dad
that she would get no more than
one. She knew eating too many
sweet things isn't healthy.

Oleg Symonenko
I WANT GIFTS!
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A little girl named Solomia went through a big crisis when she couldn’t
have the gifts given to her mom for the birthday. However, her small
heart and keen mind helped her to overcome the crisis. Solomia decided to make gifts for everybody. She stayed up half the night quietly

making gifts for her mom and dad. When she put the gifts under her
parents’ pillows, she discovered the secret of why Saint Nicholas gives
gifts to everybody every year! So, what was the secret? How do you
think?

Fiction book,
Chapter book
Ages: 6+
168x 215 mm
104 pages
Hardcover

Krystyna Teriokhina
THE ELEPHANT
UNDER THE BED
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On a dull day, a boy, Sania, finds an Elephant under his bed. The
Elephant has a determined nature, a rare coat pattern and enjoys eating sweat rolls. Together, Sania and the Elephant find out what “force
majeure” is and why it happens, why you need to have teeth to love

somebody and what you need to take with you in a travelling trunk.
In a word, they find out about extremely important things. As a result, they learn about the importance of family and care.
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Children’s Book,
Reading-book
Ages: 8-12
168 x 215 mm
200 pages
Hardcover

Vitalii Kyrychenko
A LOT OF FUNNY
STORIES
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In childhood, everybody goes through some amusing and delightful
adventures, which over time our lives unfortunately often put away
to a corner. However, when our minds are drawn back to them, we
seem to return to the world of our childhood and live this wonderful
time again. One talented author and artist decided to share his own
memories of his childhood with all, and the result is this well-illustrated light-hearted book.

Now everybody can return to that period of time with a heart filled with
joy. Not only does this book put you in a good mood, but it also teaches
from experience, leading to better understanding between adults and children. Of course, it will also help you remember stories from your own life,
and encourage you to share them in you own circle of those close to your
heart. Recommended for family reading.
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Children’s Book
Ages: 6-10
205 x 240 mm
152 pages
Hardcover

Asha Fredrikson
ADVENTURES OF
PUSYAKA SANYA
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“Pusyaki” – fantasy creatures – cute and very curious animals with tassel tails. They have something in
common with chinchillas, mice and rats, however with the latter they didn`t wish to have anything in
common. Curiosity of pusyaka Sanya brings her onto a log stuck on the shore of the Big River. Accidentally the log breaks and swift current takes Sanya far from the household comfort and a wellprovided house. What a calamity! So begins a long way back home. Sanya moves towards adventures

in the company of a new acquaintance – ship rat Esmeralda. Esmeralda – devoted pupil of the great
philosopher Darsifucius – proves that the Road Conquered in Tears and the Road Taken with a Smile
on one`s face – are two very different roads. This tale is full of adventures, but except fun, attentive
reader will find there wisdom and philosophy.
The story is a holder of Korniy Chukovski award.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 8+
168 x 215 mm
216 pages
Hardcover

Anastasia
Sheverdina
HAPPINESS STORE
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Do you believe that happiness can be bought with money? In
a Happiness shop you can simply buy things you lack – courage, success, friends. But not everybody can manage with
a friend he bought, use the success or wish kit reasonably,
as well as to be beautiful and admired by others not always
gives you real joy… The one who dares to buy such goods
should be prepared to scandals, misconceptions with close

friends, encounters with fairy-tales tigers, love of a sworn enemy and breakneck adventures.
It`s a book that helps to understand whether you`re ready or
not for your cherished dreams come true and shows that happiness is a completely workaday thing, worth fighting for.
The novel is a winner of Korniychukovski Award.
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Children’s Book
Ages: 7-12
205 x 240 mm
72 pages
Hardcover

Yurii Nikitinskyi
THE JANITOR`S
HOUSE
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The popular modern Ukrainian author and scriptwriter wrote a story about the unusual
house, where six very important persons and unordinary individuals live, working as janitors.
Each has its sector, his own interests, passions and dreams. What unites them? They are all
completely happy, because they are setting things right and it`s not only a question of doing
their work right, it`s a devotion, their life`s work. They are all ready to perform a courageous

deed: to save a drowning man, fly into space and even to make the whole town happy. That`s why
in places where they appear world becomes kinder, brighter and truly cleaner.
The book teaches that social status do not determines a human being, that soul, thoughts and intentions are more important, and more important still – your actions. The book states that everyone
could set an example in cleaning and changing our world for the better, if he just wishes to do it.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 8-12
205 x 240 mm
200 pages
Hardcover

Yaroslav Yarish
SAMIYLO
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The road of a youngster Samiylo lies through Tavrian prairie to
Crimea. There nomads had taken his sister as a captive. Samiylo barely
had the strength to steer a plow, but sets off to a dangerous journey,
for to stay alone in this world without any caring soul is more terrifying than anything else. What shall be, shall be…

The book tells us about glorious kozaks, Ukrainian warriors named
“harakterniki”, about honesty, courage, self-devotion for the sake of
a holy aim, a friend or a brother. It also tells about freedom and love
for God, Homeland and people, about the ability to forgive or believe.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 10-14
165 x 215 mm
104 pages
Hardcover

Tetiana Kornienko
TOUCH-ME-NOT
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First love sparked in a heart of 14 years old girl. But what to do with it, if you cannot
even touch the boys hand? For invisible but strange and dangerous… bacteria live
there. So what if the boy is quite healthy and looking very decent – bacteria don`t care.
And what about a kiss? No way! But the real love will manage all difficulties…
Dynamic, intriguing teen`s story. Author classifies it as a “psychological tale”. It tells
us about the critical moment in a schoolgirl`s life, who, due to the circumstances, had
become an outcast in her class. The story shows to kids, that bulling the “white crows”

is not as much fun, as to help them adapt and became a part of a society.
That the world cannot change without you changing yourself. The book also
gives answers to many teen`s questions. Why the grown-ups didn`t notice
that children are already grown, that they could have their own opinion,
own life? Why mothers take offence and hide in the kitchen? How long you
should know each other to become friends? When you could fall in love?
The book is a holder of “Korniychukovski award”

Novel,
Middle-grade book
Ages: 10+
168 x 215 mm
336 pages
Hardcover

Tetiana Kornienko
ESPRESSIVO

In the center of the story are three main characters: Student,
Teacher and Music. In spite of the charming world of music, the
real world is cruel. Money and connections are more effective

than one’s talent and effort. Is it possible for Dasha (Student)
to follow her dream without losing her trust in people and
kindness?
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 8-12
168 x 215 mm
232 pages
Hardcover

Anna Korshunova
COMPY AND COMPANY

44

This book tells us how to find yourself in a green, sunny, noisy
world full of adventures and surprises – all you have to do is to
switch off a computer and take a step towards summer.
Vladyk grew up in a city and founds even a week in the countryside without a computer and Internet a hard labor, some whim
of grown-ups he has simply to endure… But in a couple of days

in a company of new friends he will be keeping a watch on a
secret trainings, picking cherries in a neighboring garden and
busy saving a school`s computer class from burglars. He will
also invent plenty of reasons to stay in a village to the end of
vacations in order to fulfill the secret plan, named “100 steps”.
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Reading-book
Ages: 12+
168 x 215 mm
248 pages
Hardcover

Slava Kurilov
ALONE IN THE OCEAN
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An oceanographer by profession, romantic by nature, the citizen
of the Universe by vocation. USSR has denied Slava Kurilov the
right to travel abroad, but passionate scientist refused to accept
that state of affairs.
December 1974 he escapes from the tourist cruise-ship “USSR”
not far from the Philippines. Without water or food, with no other

swimming equipment than the mask, snorkel, and flippers, he
swam nearly 100 km separating him from the Philippines, having
spent in the open ocean almost three days.
This book, written by Slava Kurilov himself and published soon
after his death, tells about his road to freedom.
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A gift book
Ages: 3-10
220 x 290 mm
64 pages
Hardcover

Vitalii Kyrychenko
CHRISTMAS. THE BOOK
WHERE A SOUL
HID ITSELF
When I started writing this story, I hadn`t any educational goals in mind. As well as dad tells his children
a fairy tale before they go to sleep, I simply wished to tell a story after which a child can have sweet
dreams and wake up in the morning with a measure of joy from them. I wanted to share my own life
experiences with children in a fairytale-like manner. To me, the life of each person has several important
qualities. These are a belief in miracles, a hope that life will turn out in the best possible way for you no
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matter what is happening to you at the moment, and love. This includes love of people, and for one’s
native land – love for life itself and everything that comes your way. At times, the whole world seems
to turn away from you, making you feel lonely, unloved and abandoned…but this is not really so. Look
more closely, remember the good things that the people who surround you have done for you, and
prepare yourself for a miracle!
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Ця історія почалася у сиву давнину. Майже дві
тисячі років тому.
У місті Патара провінції Лікія
жили собі чоловік
та дружина. Вони
були заможними.
Мали багато землі,
худоби та грошей.
Але були вони нещасні, бо не мали
дітей. Вони молилися і просили
Бога подарув їм дитину. І ось,
коли вони вже майже втратили
надію, у них народився син!

THE BOOK
YOU HAVE TO READ
BEFORE CHRISTMAS

50

2
2

Children love Christmas time so much; they look forward with
such joy to this miracle when gifts appear under the tree, and
right there inside a Christmas stocking hung by the fireplace.
This book was written to increase the the children`s joy on
Christmas Eve. A child feels so good cuddling up to mom, dad,

A gift book
Ages: 3-10
220 x 290 mm
56 pages
Hardcover

33

beloved grandparents and listening to a fascinating story that tells
why all little children receive presents at Christmas. Children will
also learn who is Santa Claus and how one should prepare everything for the holiday. The book is supplemented by holiday poems,
songs, and legends.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 4+
205 x 240 mm
104 pages
Hardcover
NOTE! WE PROPOSE
ONLY ILLUSTRATIONS

Sergiy Kozlov
HEDGEHOG
IN THE FOG

52

23 the very best stories about a Hedgehog – hero of the legendary animated film “Hedgehog in the fog” and his friends. Reading those stories,
even grown-ups find for themselves something new and important, hidden by the author in the depths of kind and seemingly sentimental chil-

dren fairy-tales. Hedgehog, Bear, Hare, Donkey and Squirrel
are friends never to be separated. They will help kids and
adults to “come out of the fog” and discover the world of
love and kindness – the world where we will always live!
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Children’s Book
Ages: 2+
195 x 215 mm
36 pages
Hardcover

Olena Lebedeva
THE STORY OF CAT
MARTUSYA AND HER
FRIEND

54

Once upon a time a cat and a mouse have met and … became friends.
Surely the new year`s miracle was involved, but anyway young readers will understand that only kindness and love really open hearts and
charm wonders.
This story also warn parents not to impose “right” friends on their
children and asks them not to forget that they themselves didn`t chose

their best friend; he turned up by himself and took an important place in their life. The book proposes us to think about
giving our children freedom, that will be somewhat bigger, that
the freedom we give ourselves.
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Children’s Book,
Reading-book
Ages: 4-7
205 x 240 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

Volodymir Orlov
GOLDEN CHICK
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A fractured tale about Kurochka Ryaba and the golden egg with the
new heroes – the Fox, the Wolf and the Golden Chick and the old
story takes an abrupt turn. As a matter of fact the desired egg didn`t
broke, but a precious progeny came out of it, and now the grumpy
Wolf has to nurse it.
Riveting and funny story tells children that love could really change
a wolf for the better and is able to create bonds between those who

were born like enemies. There is always a chance to alter for the better and
to change one`s fate.
The tale answers many questions, for example why grandma and grandpa
wanted to broke a golden egg and why they mourned afterwards, when
it was finally broken. So the book will interest not only kids, but also the
grown-ups. The tale is a prosaic remake of the musical play, written by the
famous children`s poet and playwright Volodymir Natanovich Orlov.
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Fiction (Fairy Tales)
Picture Book,
Coloring Book
Ages: 3+
290 х 290 mm
60 pages
Hardcover

OUR NATIVE
BLACK AND
WHITE TALES
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Collection of four famous Ukrainian fairy-tales completed with lullabies. Main feature of this book – it`s a large scale edition, which not only brings to children a part
of Ukrainian creative heritage, but introduces to them a world of graphic art. We
chose that style of design on purpose, because in old traditional tales, as in graphics, things are usually split on “black” and “white”, “dark” and “light”, “good” or “evil”.

This book gives children a chance to bring their fantasies
to life on the pages of our special coloring-book, included
with the edition. The coloring-book proposes to children
an opportunity to color or draw episodes from the tales as
they see them.

Children’s Book
(Poetry)
Ages: 7-11
205 х 240 mm
36 pages
Hardcover

Anatoliy
Kostetskiy
VERSES-RUFFIANS

60

It is enough just to read a couple of funny verses or look on the
amusing and dynamic illustration – and all non-reading little ruffians will be drawn to this book like with a magnet. This edition is
destined to contradict adult`s belief that schoolchildren, especially
boys, do not care for poetry when they have to read it on their
own.
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Fiction Book
Ages: 6+
170 x 215 mm
112 pages
Hardcover

Anatoliy Hryhoruk
THE FIRST PATH
TO THE SKY
This collection of stories is for individual reading. It includes
interesting and realistic situations through which young
people often go. The book tells children about the fundamental moral values of humankind such as kindness, love,
mercy, family, and family traditions. It teaches children to
respect older people, appreciate one’s family, help those
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who are weak, be kind to animals, and overcome fears. It also
deals with such issues as cruelty, harmful entertainment, and
running away from home. This edition seeks to help parents
educate their children by changing what could be boring
lectures to interesting stories with an unobtrusive moral
woven between the lines.
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Как Деды Морозы
на воздушном шаре летали

471-147-7
978-966-471-147-7

1147 7
89664 711477

Yurii Nikitinskyi
FATHER FROSTS
THE YEAR AROUND

64

Играли как-то Деды Морозы в своём клубе в домино. Вдруг один и говорит:
— Народ, что-то скучно мы живём. Без
приключений.
— Какие будут предложения? —
спросил второй.
— Давайте на воздушном шаре вокруг Земли полетим, — предложил третий.
Идея всем понравилась.
— В небе всегда хорошая погода, —
заметил четвёртый. — Мор-р-розная!
— Хор-р-рошо! — согласились
остальные.
Быстро построили воздушный шар.
— Народ, только грелка в нашем
случае не годится.
— Почему?
— С ней будет жарко.
— А как же мы без неё полетим?
Она же шар летучими газами наполняет!
Сели думать.
— Значит, так. Будем в шар дуть по очереди, — сказал один Дед Мороз.
16

As all Ukrainian children know, gifts under the Christmas tree do
not appear by themselves — they are brought by good magician
Father Frost. However, what he does the year round — nobody
knows. This secret was revealed by children’s writer Yurii Nikitinskyi. Looks like Father Frost is not alone — he has colleagues —

— Это как? —
спросил другой.
— Разделимся на
две группы, — предложил третий. —
И будем по очереди
дуть. Фуф-фуф, фуффуф!
— А получится? —
засомневался четвёртый.
— Мыльные пузыри же
получается вверх сдувать? А пёрышки! А одуванчики! — загалдели остальные.
Так и решили. Забрались в корзину воздушного шара, на первый-второй
рассчитались.
Первые дули на счет раз:
— Фуф!
Вторые на счет два:
— Фуф!
И вместе:
— Фуф-фуф! Раз-два! Фуф-фуф! Раз-два!
17

don`t be surprised, — Father Frosts. They are all active during the
whole year, — they fly on a balloon, ride the pie, make friends with
bears, go to the cinema and even travel to the world’s end. This collection of humorous stories, recommended for family use, will create
New Year atmosphere and amuse both adults and children.

Children’s Book
Ages: 4+
170 x 215 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

Children’s Book,
Reading-book
Ages: 8-12
168 x 215 mm
80 pages
Hardcover

Valeriy Ron`shyn
MAR`YAN
MORKVYAN
EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES
OF AN ORDINARY BOY
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Mar`yan Morkvyan is an adventurer. It means that fabulous,
uncommon and sometimes just strange adventures are happening to him. One day he is visited by tiny aliens, the other by
a bodyguard angel with boxer skills. One day he invents how to
overcome gravitation, the other accidentally finds himself on

the other continent… Eight extraordinary stories from the ordinary boy`s life will not only entertain and liven up the reader but
will give him the occasion to think about workaday, but important
things.
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Подарок четвёртый
О Деде Морозе, тайном космодроме
и перпендикулярном космосе

Valeriy Ronshin
HAPPY NEW YEAR,
FATHER FROST!
A Fairy Fantasy
in Five Gifts
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Все вы, конечно, знаете, что на свете существует
не один Дед Мороз, и не два, и не три, и даже не
десять… А — бесчисленное множество Дедов Морозов.
И в самом деле, разве сумел бы один Дед Мороз
за такие короткие новогодние праздники успеть оббежать, облететь и объехать бесчисленное множество
новогодних представлений и раздать там бесчисленное количество новогодних подарков? Ну не может
один-единственный Дед Мороз, при всём своём дедморозовском желании, одновременно побывать и на
юге, и на севере, и на западе, и на востоке. Поэтому
каких только Дедов Морозов нет на белом свете:

и маленьких, и больших, и полненьких, и худых,
и в оранжевых халатах, и в синих шапках, и даже
в серо-буро-малиновых штанах… Но в одном все Деды
Морозы похожи друг на друга, как иголки на новогодней ёлке: у всех у них имеется борода. И даже
не борода — а целая бородища. Вот вы, мои маленькие читатели и читательницы, хотя бы раз видели
безбородого Деда Мороза? Не видели? А между тем,
всё-таки один такой был — без бороды…
Впрочем, всё по порядку.
Жил-был на свете один Дед Мороз. И по жизни
ему всё время не везло. С самого рождения. Точнее
сказать, его невезение началось даже до его рождения. За несколько минут до появления на свет Деда
Мороза в роддоме отключили свет. Так что родился
младенец Морозик в полной темноте.
Дальше — больше…
Пошёл маленький Дед Мороз в школу. Но не успел
он туда прийти, как тут же

Gift Book
Ages: 7-12
170 x 215 mm
56 pages
Hardcover

38

On New Year’s Eve, a mysterious wizard, Father Frost, visit every child in
Ukraine to put a gift under the Christmas tree or perform a little miracle.
Few have been lucky enough to meet him, but there are a lot of stories
about this kind old man making children’s hearty wishes come true and
bringing happiness to little ones and their parents. However, it turns out

that there isn’t only one Father Frost on Earth, but many, as it is quite impossible to manage all these miracles and gifts on one’s own in a single New
Year’s Eve. Moreover, fascinating and incredible stories happen among the
wizards themselves, For details turn to this very interesting book. These
stories were written for children but they could be interesting for adults.
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Children’s Book,
Reading-book
Ages: 8-12
168 x 215 mm
200 pages
Hardcover

Natalya Guzeeva
LOVE AND 17 PAINS
OF
PETRIK PYATOCHKIN
Two things interest junior school pupil Petrik Pyatochkin – football and weather forecast, cause the yard football is weather
dependant. But one hot spring day Petrik falls in love with
Katrusya – his classmate and neighbor, an old friend from the
kinder-garden. Love falls upon him at once with all her strug-
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gles, fears, uncertainty and… global warming syndrome. Even
his faithful consultant in love matters – Sharfik and his friend
fly cannot help him, for the way of love is a way of proofs so
Pyatochkin ought to walk it alone. And he does. He thinks and
fantasizes, do brave and absurd things. And understands that
love it`s no joke at all!
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 5-9
168 x 215 mm
188 pages
Hardcover

Leonid Sapognikov
DMYTRIK
IN WONDERLAND,
IN THE LAND
OF BLUE ROSES
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It`s a real fairy-tale adventure where readers will dive in company of a
smart and brave boy – Dmitrik. One can say it`s a classical thriller for
preschool children and young schoolchildren. For the story have all classical signs: fascinating plot, pirates, brigands, struggle between good
and evil, friendship and meanness, bravery and cowardice. The book

also pictures that laziness can cause many problems, but
industry helps to put dreams into action and find happiness. To make reading more interesting we decorated this
book by beautiful illustrations, so it can be a nice present
for a child.
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An illustrated book
Ages: 1-3
220 x 290 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

TREASURES
FOR LITTLE CHILDREN
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This book is a real treasure for both little children and their parents. It is a collection of the
best folk verses, poems, songs, and children’s play rhymes that many generations have
grown up with. The rhythmic and playful texts come to life through the bright, warm, and
exceptionally beautiful illustrations. They teach and amuse at the same time, are easy to
understand and can be memorized even by the youngest of children.

Children’s Book
Ages: 2-4
205 х 240 mm
32 pages
Hardcover

ENDLESS
FAIRY TALES
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This brightly illustrated book includes the best folk and fairy
tales which have lasting appeal, presented both as poems
and in prose. The book entertains a child and introduces him
or her to folk traditions, helping to develop both memory and

diction at the same time. This edition is the best choice for parents who want to combine mental exercises for children with
family reading.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 7-10
205 x 240 mm
232 pages
Hardcover

Yriy Ligun
THE MACE
OF ILLYA MUROMETS
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The book lighten the legendary personality of Illya Muromets from the spiritual point of
view, describes his becoming and path as a defender of his land and people. Having the
force of a giant, this great warrior never used it for the invasive campaigns and personal
enrichment.
The novel is in tune with the harsh present events going in Ukraine, when refusal to defend your motherhood is a great sin, but, at the same time, enemy`s blood on your hands
gives your soul a heavy burden. The book helps to solve this difficult dilemma. When Illya
feels that he is getting old, he comes to the Kiev-Pecherskiy Monastery, diving into solitary

prayer not only for his country, but for the souls of the enemies he`s happened to kill. With
him the author meditates over the arrangement of Time, when the present flies quickly by
and becomes the past and future does not exist. The absence of the Time means Eternity.
So if we still have Time, better to live so as to turn your Eternity into joy and not into endless suffering.
Bright, characteristic illustrations of Olexander Prodan for this novel revive the characters
and carry the reader away, straight into the hoary antiquity.
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Fiction (Classics),
Giftbook
Ages: 14+
168 x 215 mm
320 pages
Hardcover

Ivan Bahrianyi
TIGER TRAPPERS
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Better die being on a run, than live rotten!
One of the best adventure novels in Ukrainian literature depicts desperate struggle of
a man for his happiness and freedom. This novel could help to understand the historical basics of the actual struggle of Ukrainian people for independence and their aspiration for freedom. The novel tells about a “duel” of a famous kozak line descendant
Grigoriy Mnogogrishnyi with the major of Soviet NCIA Medvin. Their duel becomes
a symbol of struggle between good and evil, people of light and people of darkness.
And even if the evil of totalitarism often wins, the struggle itself leaves hope for the

better future and empowers courage. Amongst the pictures of humiliation, violence and
persecution of Ukrainian people, author shows their will to live, care for family relationships,
respect to eternity of ancestral tradition. He`s distinguishing the role of personality inside
society and gives place to a harmonic life of the human and nature, for the great true love,
which is stronger than death.
One of the features of this edition – Eugen Haruk`s original illustrations. They become a singular resonator for the pulled over strings of this novel, intensifying their expressive heartrending ring.
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Children’s Book,
Book for reading
Ages: 6+
205 x 240 mm
152 pages
Hardcover

Alla Potapova
DRAGON TISHKA`S
MILK TOOTH
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An ordinary dragon Tishka and ordinary kids Slavko and Oksanka met in
a old ruined house – that`s how began this fabulous story, where even
a fence is swearing and running around. And though Tishka was a real
dragon, he wished to be with his mummy very much, but she is far away

and the road lies through the lands of Danys and Netys.
The journey is full of adventures and difficulties, but heroes
overcome them with dignity, helping others. This book is
full of lessons of love and friendship.

